In his groundbreaking study of culture in the age of late capitalism, Fredric Jameson views one of the distinguishing features of postmodernism as "a certain spatial turn", characterized by an experience of spatial discontinuity, disorientation, and displacement unknown to the subjects of modernism.
1 One need only glance over the past decade of theatre in Berlin to provide evidence for Jameson's case: for example, in renegade director Frank Castorf's production of Dostoyevsky's The Insulted and Injured (2001) at the Volksbühne am Rosa-Luxemburg-Platz, the set consisted of a displaced trailer-container of the exact kind being used at makeshift construction sites around the city, reflecting the status of East Berlin as a once economically isolated space opening its doors to global capitalism.
2 With their nods to Berlin's matrix of spatial disorientations, coupled with their experimental multimedia aesthetics, many [o]ur insertion as individual subjects into a multidimensional set of radically discontinuous realities, whose frames range from the still surviving spaces of bourgeois private life all the way to the unimaginable decentering of global capital itself. 3 Like Castorf, many other innovative theater directors in Germany, such as Thomas Ostermeier, Ronny Jakubaschk, and Michael Thalheimer, reconceptualize how space is related to cultural, racial, ethnic, regional, national, and global identities. They bring a critical engagement on the contemporary stage towards the alleged "spatial turn" of millennium culture. 4 While it is productive to view German theater's articulations of space as a predominantly postwar cultural phenomenon, stemming from the apocalyptic fragmented spatial compositions of the late Heiner Müller or the experimental designs of his predecessor, Bertolt Brecht, it is also possible to consider how the roots of such a "spatial turn" may be traced further back in time to selected works of German modernism, among them, I propose, the dramas of Gerhart Hauptmann. 5 Best known for his "social dramas", Hauptmann has long been heralded for his sympathetic portrayals of the lives of everyday people in turn-of-the-nineteenth-century Germany and Silesia. Alongside Norwegian dramatist Henrik Ibsen and German director Otto Brahm, Hauptmann is widely credited with introducing German society to the artistic movement of naturalism, which aimed to employ the scientific strategies of
